
Art Journaling with Marian 

Week 3 

Words 

I love using words and text in my art journals, there are so many different 

approaches to explore and we are surrounded by word fodder for our 

journals! Let’s explore some different ways to use words and text in art 

journals!  

Materials 

There are lots of things you can use to get some words into your journals, 

some are everyday items you’ll already have, some are less common but 

worth keeping an eye out for from charity shops, junk shops, car boot sales, 
eBay etc.  

• Stencils; lettering stencils come in all manner of sizes and styles, 

most often plastic but also the old style of card. Stencils are a great 

option if you dislike your handwriting. 

• Rubber stamps; alphabet stamps are really useful for adding text. 

Again, they’re available in a huge range of sizes and styles. Children’s 

foam letter stamps are useful too and are often textured. If you don’t 

have any rubber stamps or fancy a challenge, why not have a go at 

carving yourself a set?   

• Pens & pencils; There’s no need to buy expensive pens and pencils, 

if you have them then, of course, use them, but it’s not essential. 

Coloured pencils, crayons, graphite pencils, felt tip pens, fine liners, 

broad tip pens, permanent markers, ballpoint pens, gel pens, glitter 

pens, rainbow pencils, rollerball pens, fountain pens, chinagraph 

pencils, watercolour pencils. The list is endless and you’ve probably 

already got a selection of them at home.  

• Magazines & newspapers; great for cutting words, phrases and 

letters from. Look out for magazines in charity shops etc, you can 

often pick them up for as little as 20p a pop which is especially good 

for expensive magazines you wouldn’t want to pay £5 plus for just to 

chop up! 

• Junk mail; again, these are great to cut words, phrases and letters 

from. Check them before you throw them in the recycling! 



• Stickers; letter and word stickers come in all manner of sizes, styles 

and colours. If you have a home printer, you could print your own 

sheets of stickers as well. 

• Dry letter transfers; another way to add text, dry letter transfer 

sheets are available from stationers or look out for them in charity 

shops etc. 

• Old books; check out local library book sales, charity shops or car 

boot sales for life worn books to cut words and phrases from as well 

as trying your hand at altered text. 

• Letter hole punches; a more specialist item but worth keeping an 

eye out for, letter punches are a good way to add a different sort of 

text. 

• Dymo label maker; if you have a current printer style Dymo or an 

old school punched tape Dymo, use them to create words or phrases 

for your journal. An old style Dymo has the benefit of raised textured 

text as well. 

• Typewriter; if you have an old typewriter it’s worth dusting it off! 

Type on whatever papers you can get in your typewriter and try 

tracing paper too for a great way to add layers of text. 

Ways to add text 

Handwriting 

The easiest way to get some words into your art journal is, of course, 

handwriting. Use whatever pens & pencils you have and play with different 

styles and sizes.  There are lots of hand lettering/calligraphy tutorials and 

videos online to explore if you want to go further.  

A few ideas to use handwriting in art journals are: 

• Play with different pens/pencils to create different styles of writing: 



 

  
• Use curved lines to create sections on a page and then write 

according to the size of the sections: 

             



• Cross writing. Write across the page as normal and turn the page 90 

degrees to the right and write across the page again so that you have 

horizontal and vertical text as seen on the left hand side of this 

spread: 

 
• Write and obliterate. If you want to use your journal to rant and rave 

or write personal entries you’d prefer no one to see, you can write 

and then use paint to partially or fully obliterate the text. You could 

also use collage over the top. Often, it’s getting the thoughts out of 

your head that is the important thing and once they’re out you may 

not need, or want, them to be visible in your journal. 

Other examples of handwriting on journal pages:  

    

 

Cut text 



Cutting text from magazines, newspapers, junk mail, old book pages etc is 

an easy way to collect a stash of words ready to use in your journal when 

the urge strikes! Gather text that appeals to you and have a box, bowl or 

bag to keep your words and phrases in ready to look through when needed. 

Old books often have a turn of phrase not found in modern books leading to 

lots of fun snipping out odd sentences to use.  

Some ideas for working with cut text are: 

• Create word clouds from cut words. They could be random or 

themed.  

  

• Large letters can make a bold statement on a page; cut them from old 

book pages, magazines, junk mail, craft papers etc. They can be 

outlined, painted round or doodled on for a few examples. You could 

also use them as masks (see the week 2 PDF for more on masks) and 
then filled with writing, pattern or colour. 

   

• If you have a home printer, print your own text to cut up and use in 

your journal. There so many free fonts available online, you’ll be able 

to find one for every occasion! 



 
• Cut individual letters and use them “ransom note” style on the page. 

• Cutting whole phrases and using them out of context in a whole page 

of diverse sentences is another way to use text: 

   

Altered text & prompts 

Altered text 

In 1966, artist Tom Phillips embarked on a long-term challenge to an old 

book and the result is A Humument. Phillips isolated text on the page and 

used paint, collage and drawing to fill the rest of the page. See examples on 

the artist’s website. 

Altering text to change the original meaning and create something new is 

great fun and a lovely addition to art journal pages. Choose an old book 

page or text from a magazine or newspaper, have a read through and then 

pick out words/phrases you want to keep. You can outline them with a box 

or bubble and even connect them with lines. To start with, just use pen to 

obscure the text you don’t want. Once you feel more confident with the 

process try your hand at painting or collaging the remaining text. You could 

theme your decoration to the text you have highlighted or just create 

something more random. 

http://www.tomphillips.co.uk/humument/slideshow/1-50


   

Taking words and phrases out of context and altering/reforming them to 

create found poetry is another entertaining way to use text. Create 

nonsense poems, something more meaningful or just silly lists.  

   

Prompts 

Sometimes when inspiration is lacking, working with prompts is a good 

way to kickstart yourself into some journaling. Prompts can be all sorts of 

things; images, techniques, words, questions, song lyrics and poetry to 

name a few. Prompts can be easy and fun or thought provoking and 

challenging.  

If you like the idea of working with prompts, making a prompt jar is a good 

thing to do. Find a jar (or box, bag, basket, whatever you have) and use it to 

put prompts in. I have included a separate prompt sheet PDF this week that 

can be printed off, cut up and the prompts added to your jar to get you 

going. You can add prompts of your own as well. An alternative to the jar is 

to make yourself a set of prompt cards like the set in the video this week: 



 

Here’s just a few prompt ideas: 

• Use the letters of a word to write about that word. For example, use a 

day of the week and write about what you did starting each sentence 

with one of the letters, or using one of the letters within the sentence 

like this example: 

 
• Use open questions like I am, I will, I can and build a page around 

them like this example of I am: 

 
• Create a page to record a daily word everyday for a week or month. 

Add one word each day to sum up that day. Decorate your page, make 

a grid to fill in or just create a list like this example: 



 
• Use a gratitude prompt; I am thankful for and I am grateful for are 

good starters: 

 
 

Other ideas for using words 

Yet more ideas for working with words and text in your art journals: 

• Lists; serious, funny, fantasy, random, top tens, 101 uses, long or 

short, lists are a great thing to include in your journal! 

 
• Use your favourite quotes in your journal. Create a spread just for 

quotes you like or go big with one quote across a whole two page 

spread. 



 
• Write letters to your younger and/or older selves. 

• If you’re a stitcher, experiment with stitching words on your pages.  

• If you like poetry, add some to your journal or even write and include 

your own poems.  

 
• Record your daily thoughts in a diary style. 

Top Tips 

1. Look for words in whatever you already have around the house. Once 

you tune into to finding words for your journal, you’ll find them 

everywhere! 

2. Ask family or friends to give you ideas for prompts to add to your 

prompt jar.  

3. If you’re nervous about cutting up an old book, remember you are 

creating something wonderful from something that would have been 

discarded. 

4. Save everyday stuff like shopping lists, notes, crosswords, letters etc 

and use them, or parts of them, in your journal. It’s all journal fodder! 

5. Remember, you can’t do it wrong! There are no rules!  


